Introduction
============

Video game exposure in adolescents aged between 8 and 18 years has been estimated to be around 15 h per week in the United States, with boys playing more than girls ([@B23]). Furthermore, the considerable growth of the video game industry over the past decades implicates an increase in the exposure to video games. Thus, it is crucial to investigate possible effects on users. Video gaming is associated with beneficial effects such as improved cognitive functions, e.g., quick decision-making ([@B26]; [@B8]), cognitive flexibility ([@B13]), and increased attentional resources ([@B25]; [@B8]; [@B48]); however, it may also be a risk factor in terms of promoting aggressive behavior ([@B2]; [@B6]).

The concerns about potential adverse effects of video games can predominantly be attributed to violent video games. Even though numerous studies support the claim that violent video games affect adolescents' attitudes and behaviors negatively ([@B2]; [@B19]; [@B43]; [@B14]; [@B22]; [@B45]), there are also studies in which no effects are found ([@B1]; [@B42]; [@B46]; study suggesting publication bias: [@B17]). Therefore, the debate on potential beneficial vs. adverse effects from violent video gaming remains heated.

Apart from an overall relationship between gaming and negative behavior, research suggests a link between violent video game exposure and isolated behavioral traits and behaviors, such as empathy, morality, and aggression. The analysis of longitudinal, experimental and cross-sectional studies suggests that there is a negative relationship between violent video gaming and empathy ([@B20]; [@B6]; [@B19]). Moreover decreased practice of empathy-related concepts ([@B35]), such as sympathy and perspective taking, are believed to be also implicated in the delay of moral development found in adolescents with high violent video game exposure ([@B7]). These adolescents seem to exhibit not only immature moral reasoning but also moral disengagement ([@B31]; [@B21], [@B22]). Furthermore, numerous studies with different methodological approaches -- including short-term correlational ([@B24]; [@B50]; [@B14]), experimental studies ([@B5]; [@B43]; [@B22]), longitudinal studies ([@B49]; [@B40]; [@B51]), and meta-analyses ([@B3]; [@B2]; [@B6]; [@B27]) -- provide strong evidence for a link between violent video game exposure and aggression. For example, the well-controlled longitudinal study by [@B51] indicated a causal effect of violent video game exposure on aggressive affect, attitudes, and behavior in a large sample of adolescents.

While, most studies focused on the effect of violent games on a single trait or behavior -- such as empathy, morality or aggression ([@B6]; [@B51]; [@B22]) -- adverse behavior usually arises from a combination of traits. These can be grouped into two domains: *interpersonal-affective deficits* including social efficacy, pathological lying, and manipulative behavior and *disinhibition* including lack of impulse control, lack of planning, irresponsibility, and immediate reward seeking ([@B30]). The interplay, as well as the distinct contributions, of these two domains is typically used to assess the degree of psychopathy and more importantly are thought to give rise to antisocial behavior including aggression, delinquency, and immoral decisions ([@B11]; [@B44]; [@B14]).

The importance to investigate a combination of certain traits related to expression of adverse behavior is highlighted by [@B14] findings: in their study, violent video game exposure was a significant risk factor for adverse behavior (i.e., delinquency/violence) in a sample of institutionalized juvenile delinquents. The strongest predictor for delinquency and violence were, however, pre-existing deficits in inhibition and interpersonal-affective abilities. Unfortunately, the interaction between violent video game use and psychopathic trait disposition was not directly analyzed. However, [@B14] suggest that especially individuals with pre-existing deficits in disinhibition and interpersonal-affective abilities may be affected more by violent video game use resulting in a higher likelihood of the expression of adverse behavior.

Considering the increasing trend of extensive violent video games use ([@B23]), however, it is crucial to investigate whether psychopathic trait disposition is also influenced in violent video game consumers without a history of delinquency. This study aimed to shed light on the possible link of violent video game exposure and the expression of traits usually contributing to adverse behavior including interpersonal-affective and disinhibition traits. The potential relationships were explored empirically using the Levenson's Psychopathy Self-Report Scale ([@B37]) in a young adult population to measure the aforementioned traits. Unlike in many previous studies, this gender-mixed sample contained a significantly higher proportion of females. Furthermore, the video game consumption of this group can be classified as low to medium. Therefore, this study does not only allow to gain some more insight into video gaming also in female users, as most studies include mainly males, but also on the influences of low to moderate exposure on a young adult group as mostly potential effects of excessive use are studied. Moreover, insight into the potential reversibility of adverse effects induced by violent video game exposure was studied by comparing subjects with a history of life-time violent video game exposure to subjects with ongoing exposure. Next to the unconventional approach of comparing ongoing to stopped violent video game exposure in such a way, we decided not only to investigate potential links to lifetime exposure, but also additionally to examine the predictive power of recent (violent) video game exposure on interpersonal-affective and disinhibition trait expression while controlling for some possible lifestyle-related confounders. This approach was chosen to explore recent exposure effects more closely.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

The data from a total of 203 participants was collected using an online-questionnaire battery shared via social media. Inclusion criteria included: age between 16 and 24 years and good knowledge of the English language. Several participants had to be excluded due to age inclusion criteria (*n* = 21) and missing data on the items regarding gender (*n* = 3), mental health (*n* = 6), and drug use in the past 2 weeks (*n* = 6). Hence, data of 167 individuals was included in the analysis. Considering the video gaming behavior in this sample, four main groups were identified, namely non-video game users (*NVG*, *n* = 38), non-violent video game users (*NVVG*, *n* = 52), video-game users who stopped playing violent games more than 2 months ago (*SVVG*, *n* = 39), and violent video game users (*VVG*, *n* = 38). These groups were formed according to self-reported exposure to video games in the past. Participants themselves indicated whether they used violent or non-violent games. This distinction was furthermore tested by having experts rating the most commonly named games on the content of violence. Lastly, it is noteworthy that not only first-person shooter games were labeled as violent, but also strategy games which include virtual violence.

### Sample Characteristics

The majority of participants were female (65%) and aged between 19 and 21 years (70%). Furthermore, 90% of the sample was enrolled at a university \[mostly at University College Roosevelt (UCR) -- an honor's college of Utrecht University located in the South West of Netherlands\]. The remaining participants either studied at a lower level of higher education or were still at high school. Participants were fairly evenly distributed over a variety of educational fields. An overview of demographics, video game behavior, and psychopathic trait expression as well as lifestyle factors for all four groups can be found below in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**.

###### 

General sample characteristics.

  Video game groups                         *NVG^∗^*        *NVVG^∗^*               *SVVG^∗^*       *VVG^∗^*
  ----------------------------------------- --------------- ----------------------- --------------- ---------------
  ***N***                                   38              52                      39              38
  Gender (male/female)                      4/34            6/46                    23/16           25/13
  Age (n)                                                                                           
  16 to 18                                  1               4                       6               11
  19 to 21                                  29              43                      27              18
  22 to 24                                  8               5                       6               9
  Educational level (*n*)                                                                           
  High school                               0               1                       4               1
  Vocational school                         1               4                       1               4
  University                                37              47                      34              33
  Psychological problems (yes/no)           5/33            14/38                   6/33            10/28
                                                                                                    
  **Media exposure**                        **Median**      **Median**              **Median**      **Median**
                                                                                                    
  **Lifetime exposure**                                                                             
  Video game use (years)                    --              4--7                    8--11           8--11
  Video game intensity (times/per month)    --              Couple of times/month   1--2/week       1--2/week
  **Recent exposure (past week)**                                                                   
  Non-violent video games (h)               --              \<1                     \<1             \<1
  Violent video games (h)                   --              --                      --              1--3
  Violent movies (frequency)                0               \<1--2                  0               1--2
                                                                                                    
  **Levenson's Psychopathy Scale**          **Mean (SD)**   **Mean (SD)**           **Mean (SD)**   **Mean (SD)**
                                                                                                    
  Interpersonal-affective deficits          30.13 (8.75)    30.98 (7.90)            37.26 (10.03)   39.26 (14.03)
  Disinhibition                             20.24 (6.29)    23.42 (5.66)            23.62 (5.62)    22.74 (5.43)
  Overall psychopathy score                 50.37 (11.32)   54.40 (11.55)           60.87 (12.68)   62.00 (16.32)
                                                                                                    
  **Lifestyle factors**                                                                             
                                                                                                    
  Sleep (h)                                 6--8            6--8                    6--8            6--8
  Stress (averaged total, range: 1--4)      2.53 (0.48)     2.71 (0.38)             2.65 (0.49)     2.24 (0.73)
  Physical exercise (times/week)            1--2            1--2                    1--2            1--2
  Smoking (no. of days/month)               0 (0 -- \>20)   0 (0 -- \>20)           0 (0 -- \>20)   0 (0 -- \>20)
  Alcohol consumption (no. of days/month)   2               2                       2               2
  Drug use past 2 weeks (yes/no)            2/36            6/46                    2/37            4/34

∗

NVG, no regular video game use; NVVG, non-violent video game use only; SVVG, stopped violent video game use; VVG, ongoing violent video game use.

Measures
--------

The survey software *Limesurvey* was used to collect the data online. The questionnaire, presented in English language, contained six subsections each collecting distinct information (namely, general information, video game behavior, other lifestyle factors, and interpersonal-affective as well as disinhibition traits) necessary for this study. In total, this questionnaire required approximately 15--20 min for completion.

### Demographics

The first section was concerned with the participant's gender, age, and educational level (high school, vocational school, university). Multiple choice questions were used to ask for gender and age, whereas text boxes were provided for answers regarding educational level and field of study in order to avoid restricting answer possibilities.

### Video Gaming Behavior

The second part (6 items) of the questionnaire retrieved information about the individual's gaming behavior. Questions concerning duration \[in years, from 0 (none) to 5 ( \> 11 years)\] and intensity \[frequency, 0 (less than once a month) to 5 (at least once a day)\] of video game use as well as recent video game exposure within the past week \[h/week, from 0 (less than 1 h) to 4 (\>10 h)\] were either adapted from a previous studies, templates available on *Limesurvey* or have been designed to tap into information specific for this study.

### Other Important Lifestyle Factors

In this section, information about possible confounding factors was measured. Three of the questions about stress were taken from the Overload questionnaire using 4-point Likert scale originally developed by Everly ([@B15]). The four items referring to alcohol and tobacco use \[in days/months (0 (none) -- 6 (every day) or in number/day (cigarettes: 0 (\<1) to 5 (\>20)\] were inserted from the *Youth Risk Behavior Survey* ([@B10]). In order to control for other possible confounding variables, four additional questions regarding drug use in the past 2 weeks (yes/no), mental health (psychological problems yes/no), physical exercise \[frequency/week, rating scale from 0 (none) to 4 (\>7 times)\] and exposure to violent movies in the past week \[frequency, rating scale from 0 (none) to 4 (\>7 times)\] were included.

### Interpersonal-Affective and Disinhibition Traits

The Levenson's Psychopathy Scale ([@B37]) was used to measure adverse traits. The 26 items of this questionnaire can be divided up into two scales referring to primary psychopathy -- deficits in interpersonal and affective processing -- (16 items; possible scores: 16--80) and secondary psychopathic traits (10 items; possible scores: 10--50), which are characterized by a defiant lifestyle with antisocial tendencies due to problems with disinhibition. The Levenson's Psychopathy Scale was chosen for this research project because it has been validated in non-institutionalized, healthy populations, especially students ([@B37]; [@B38]). Furthermore, the relative shortness of the questionnaire is advantageous as it keeps participants motivated to complete it.

Procedure
---------

The data was collected via social media platforms (e.g., Facebook). Participants were told that the aim of this study was to investigate the possible relationship between certain lifestyle factors and personal attitudes or beliefs toward the self and others. This study was approved by the internal ethics committee of the University College Roosevelt. Before starting the questionnaire, all participants gave informed consent. They were informed that they could stop answering questions at any point without any justification.

Data Analysis
-------------

The statistical analyses of the collected data were carried out using IBM SPSS 24. ANCOVA tests were used to investigate whether the psychopathy scores^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ differed among the various video game use groups when controlling for possible confounding effects including gender, age, educational level, drug use, psychological problems, physical exercise, and violent movie exposure. Due to violating the assumption of independence between covariates and group effects, violent movie exposure, and duration of videogame exposure in years were not included in the main analysis as common underlying mechanism can be expected between these covariates and the VG group factor. Multiple ANCOVA analyses were used instead of a MANCOVA because of the explorative nature of this analysis and the violation of multivariate normality ([@B33]). In order to investigate group differences more precisely, planned contrasts were tested. Simple contrasts, with the non-gamers as reference group, were chosen as this allowed not only differentiating between potential effects of violent video gaming, but also for non-violent video gaming. First, the differences between groups of the total psychopathy traits were analyzed. Subsequently, the sub-scores for interpersonal-affective deficits and disinhibition were examined to disentangle contributions to group differences of these different domains of traits. Pearson's correlations were used to assess the direction of found relationships.

To test the relation between short-term exposure (i.e., exposure in the past week) to violent video gaming and trait expressions, three multiple regression models with interpersonal-affective deficits, disinhibition, and the total collections of traits as dependent variables, were built. After adding the video gaming variables in the first two blocks, the other potential confounding variables were added in additional blocks to see how the relationship changed for violent video game exposure and psychopathic traits when controlling for these factors. Non-violent video game exposure was entered prior to violent video game exposure to investigate whether there is an added and distinct influence of recent violent video game exposure in particular.

Results
=======

Lifetime Video-Game Use and Psychopathy Scores
----------------------------------------------

Possible connections to long-term video game use and trait expression were tested by multiple ANCOVAs. **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** summarizes the meaningful differences found in the psychopathy-related trait scores for the different video game exposure groups and other potential confounders.

###### 

Overview of significant results from ANCOVA analyses.

                                         *F*     df   *p-value*   *partial η*^2^
  -------------------------------------- ------- ---- ----------- ----------------
  **Overall trait expression**                                    
  Smoking                                7.07    1    0.01        0.04
  *Video game exposure*                  3.95    3    0.01        0.07
  **Interpersonal-affective deficits**                            
  Alcohol consumption                    4.53    1    0.04        0.03
  *Video game exposure*                  3.12    3    0.03        0.06
  **Disinhibition**                                               
  Stress                                 4.41    1    0.04        0.03
  Alcohol consumption                    5.04    1    0.03        0.03
  Smoking                                13.21   1    \<0.01      0.08
  *Video game exposure*                  3.26    3    0.02        0.06

Due to the violation of the assumption regarding independence of covariate and treatment effects, the total years of exposure to video games was not included in the analysis presented below. There was a significant difference in years of exposure between the NVG group and all video gaming groups (all \|*mean difference*\|≥ 3.33, all \|*p*\|≤ 0.01) mainly leading to the violation of the aforementioned assumption. To check whether duration of video game exposure explains a substantial part of variance in trait expression, a separate analysis was run with years of video game exposure as group variable \[i.e., no exposure, medium duration (\>1--7 years) and long-term exposure (\>8 years)\] instead of the video game type groups. In this additional analysis, duration of video game use was not a significant factor for interpersonal-affective deficits \[*F*(2,154) = 1.25, *p* = 0.29, *partial η^2^* = 0.02\]. However, for disinhibition \[*F*(2,154) = 4.60, *p* = 0.01, *partial η^2^* = 0.06\] and overall trait expression \[*F*(2,154) = 3.17, *p* = 0.05, *partial η^2^* = 0.04\], the duration of video game exposure was a significant factor. *Post hoc* analyses of these effects indicated that only participants, who have never been exposed to video games, scored significantly lower \[all \|*mean difference*\|≥ 3.06, all *p* (one-tailed) \< 0.02\], whereas there were no differences in medium to long-term exposure groups (all *p* \> 0.05). Therefore, the observed effect may not necessarily be explained by varying degrees of exposure duration, but more likely by the previous use or non-use of video games, which was already conceptualized in the video game groups in the main analyses below.

### Overall Trait Expression and Lifetime Exposure

To begin with, a potential effect of video gaming behavior on the overall trait expression score was investigated. The only covariate, which turned out to be significantly related to the total trait expression score, was smoking, *F*(1,154) = 7.07, *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.50. All remaining covariates did not have a meaningful relationship with the overall trait expression (\|all *F*\|≤ 1.95, all *p* \< 0.17).

A significant overall effect on total trait expression was found for the video gaming groups, *F*(3,154) = 3.95, *p* = 0.01, *partial η^2^* = 0.07. When examining the differences between the individual video gaming groups via planned simple contrasts, there was no significant difference between NVG and NVVG, *t*(154) = 1.40, *p* = 0.16, *r* = 0.11. However, a significant increase in the total trait expression from NVG to SVVG exposure, *t*(154) = 2.73, *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.22, and to VVG exposure, *t*(154) = 3.18, *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.25, was detected. The means plot in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** shows the trend of the overall trait expression means across the different groups when controlling for possible confounding variables. Even though total trait scores are significantly higher in groups which have been exposed to violent video games in the past, it is important to point out that the trait expression is still on a lower to midrange level (1 = no tendency, 5 = strong tendency).

![Normalized means plot of overall trait expression across video game groups. Error bars denote standard errors (SEs). *^∗^*Sidak corrected *p*-value \< 0.05.](fpsyg-09-00736-g001){#F1}

### Interpersonal-Affective Deficits and Lifetime Exposure

When examining the association between video game use with interpersonal-affective deficits specifically while controlling for potential confounders, only the covariate alcohol consumption over the past months, *F*(1,154) = 4.53, *p* = 0.04, *r* = 0.17, turned out significant. The positive correlation (Pearson's *r* = 0.20, *p* \< 0.01) suggests that increased alcohol use is therefore linked to a higher interpersonal-affective deficits score. All other covariates remained insignificant (\|all *F*\|≤ 2.38, all *p* \> 0.10).

There was also a significant effect of video gaming behavior, while controlling for potential confounders, on interpersonal-affective deficits, *F*(3,154) = 3.12, *p* = 0.03, *partial η^2^* = 0.06. Planned contrasts were used to determine differences between groups. There was no distinction between NVG exposure and NVVG exposure, *t*(154) = 0.44, *p* = 0.67, *r* = 0.04. The differences between NVG exposure and SVVG exposure more than 2 months ago, however, just failed to reach significance, *t*(154) = 1.96, *p* = 0.05, *r* = 0.16. The comparison between no exposure vs. ongoing violent video game exposure, on the other hand, surpassed the statistical threshold indicating greater interpersonal-affective deficits in the VVG group compared to NVG participants, *t*(154) = 2.71, *p* = 0.01, *r* = 0.21. The trend of interpersonal-affective deficit scores across these different groups can be viewed in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**. Yet again, even the highest means are in the lower to midrange level of trait expression scores.

![Normalized means plot of interpersonal-affective deficits across video game groups. Error bars denote SEs. *^∗^*Sidak corrected *p*-value \< 0.05.](fpsyg-09-00736-g002){#F2}

### Disinhibition and Lifetime Exposure

In this statistical analysis, several covariates were significantly related to disinhibition scores. First, stress was positively related (Pearson's *r* = 0.23, *p* \< 0.01) to disinhibition scores, *F*(1,154) = 4.41, *p* = 0.04, *r* = 0.34, and so was smoking (Pearson's *r* = 0.25, *p* \< 0.01), *F*(1,154) = 13.21, *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.73. Alcohol consumption, on the other hand, was negatively associated (*Pearson's r* = -0.07, *p* \> 0.05) with disinhibition scores, *F*(1,154) = 5.04, *p* = 0.03, *r* = 0.38. This indicates that higher levels of perceived stress and smoking are related to more problems in cognitive control/disinhibition, whereas more frequent alcohol consumption was linked to less disinhibition in this student sample. Notably, the negative correlation with alcohol consumption is very small and insignificant. All the other covariates were insignificant (\|all F\|≤ 0.78, all *p* \> 0.39).

When controlling for all possible confounders, video gaming still had a significant effect on the disinhibition score, *F*(3,154) = 3.26, *p* = 0.02, *partial η^2^* = 0.06. Planned simple contrasts with the non-gamers as reference group revealed that exposure to any video games was significantly related to higher disinhibition traits, as there was a meaningful difference to the NVG group, *t*(154) = 2.47, *p* = 0.02, *r* = 0.20, the SVVG group, *t*(154) = 2.78, *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.22, and VVG group, *t*(154) = 2.46, *p* = 0.02, *r* = 0.19. **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** displays the trend of secondary psychopathy scores across the different video game groups when controlling for the covariates.

![Normalized means plot of disinhibition across video game groups. Error bars denote SEs. *^∗^*Sidak corrected *p*-value \< 0.05.](fpsyg-09-00736-g003){#F3}

Even though mean scores are significantly higher, all means remain in the range of low to medium levels of secondary psychopathy. This is also reflected by the rather small effect sizes (*r*), which range from 0.19 to 0.22.

Recent (Violent) Video Game Exposure: Multiple Regressions of Trait Expression Scores
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Three multiple regressions -- each with a different trait expression score -- have been built to investigate the short-term link (i.e., considering the past week only) of violent video game exposure with the different psychopathic trait domains. **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}** provides an overview of the three final multiple regression models.

###### 

Multiple regressions on different trait expression scores.

                            *Overall Traits*   *Interpersonal-affective deficits*   *Disinhibition*                                           
  ------------------------- ------------------ ------------------------------------ ----------------- ------- ------- -------- ------- ------ ----------
  Constant                  37.68              17.48                                \-                21.15   13.64   \-       16.53   7.74   \-
  Non-violent video games   0.85               1.26                                 0.05              0.63    0.98    0.05     0.22    0.56   0.03
  Violent video games       3.49               1.26                                 0.23\*\*          2.49    0.99    0.21\*   1.00    0.56   0.16\*
  Gender                    4.22               2.37                                 0.15              4.53    1.85    0.20\*   -0.31   1.05   -0.03
  Age                       -3.02              1.94                                 -0.12             -1.87   1.52    -0.09    -1.15   0.86   -0.11
  Educational level         -0.93              2.47                                 -0.03             -1.11   1.92    -0.04    0.17    1.09   0.01
  Stress                    3.53               2.19                                 0.14              0.80    1.71    0.04     2.72    0.97   0.25\*\*
  Sleep                     -0.66              2.24                                 -0.02             -0.32   1.84    -0.01    -0.34   1.04   -0.03
  Psychological problems    3.94               2.57                                 0.12              2.88    2.00    0.11     1.05    1.14   0.07
  Physical exercise         -1.32              1.06                                 -0.09             -1.16   0.83    -0.10    -0.17   0.47   -0.03
  Violent movies            2.54               1.15                                 0.17\*            2.08    0.90    0.18\*   0.47    0.51   0.08
  Alcohol consumption       0.45               0.74                                 0.05              1.14    0.58    0.16     -0.64   0.33   -0.18\*
  Smoking                   1.33               0.68                                 0.16\*            0.41    0.53    0.06     0.92    0.30   0.26\*\*
  Drug use                  2.11               3.87                                 0.04              2.47    3.02    0.06     -0.36   1.71   -0.02

∗
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### Overall Trait Expression and Recent Exposure

Before examining the trait sub-scores separately, it is interesting to analyze whether short-term exposure to violent video games is linked to the overall trait expression score.

Overall, the final model explains 22% of the variance in total scores (*R*^2^ = 0.22, *F*(13,153) = 3.30, *p* \< 0.01). The addition of violent video game exposure to the first block led to a significant improvement in model fit \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.07, Δ*F*(1,164) = 12.93, *p* \< 0.01\] and indicates that violent video game exposure explains about 7% of the variance in overall trait expression scores. The inclusion of gender, age, and educational level failed to significantly improved the model \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.03, Δ*F*(3,161) = 3.40, *p* = 0.20\]. Nevertheless, the last block led to a significantly better model fit \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.11, Δ*F*(8,153) = 2.31, *p* = 0.01\].

In the final model, violent video game exposure (β = 0.23, *p* \< 0.01), violent movie exposure (β = 0.17, *p* = 0.03) and smoking (β = 0.16, *p* = 0.05) were significant predictors of total trait expression. The B-values indicate that for each unit of smoking \[range: 0 (none)--6 (every day)\] an increase of 1.3 points on the overall trait scale is expected. For violent movie exposure a rise of about 2.5 points is predicted for each unit increase -- amounting to a total difference of 10 points (about 9.6%) between no recent exposure and more than 7 times per week. Furthermore, the B-value of 3.49 in the final model indicates that increasing one level in violent video game exposure leads to an increase of approximately 3.5 points on the overall trait scale. This amounts to an increase of 16.8% (17.5 points) from no exposure in the past week to 10 or more hours of violent video game exposure.

The effect size, β, for violent video game exposure decreases from 0.27 in the second model to 0.23 in the final model. This decrease is likely due to some shared variance with other predictors such as gender and violent movie exposure.

### Interpersonal-Affective Deficits and Recent Exposure

The addition of violent video game exposure to the first model \[*R*^2^ = 0.02, *F*(1,165) = 3.27, *p* = 0.07\] resulted in a significant improvement of the model fit \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.08, Δ*F*(1,164) = 15.41, *p* \< 0.01\]. However, also the addition of the demographic variables in the third model \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.05, Δ*F*(3,161) = 3.40, *p* = 0.02\] and the inclusion of other factors, which may confound the violent video game relationship to interpersonal-affective traits improved the model fit significantly \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.09, Δ*F*(8,156) = 2.31, *p* = 0.02\]. The final model in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}** explains approximately 25% of the variance in the interpersonal-affective trait scores \[*R*^2^ = 0.25, *F*(13,153) = 3.88, *p* \< 0.01\].

Violent video gaming (β = 0.21, *p* = 0.01), violent movies (β = 0.18, *p* = 0.02), and gender (β = 0.20, *p* = 0.02) were found to significantly predict a change in interpersonal-affective trait scores. Alcohol consumption was on the verge of being a significant predictor for interpersonal-affective traits (β = 0.16, *p* = 0.05).

Since violent video game exposure is the main interest in this analysis, the change of its β value over the different models is examined more closely. When adding violent video game exposure to the regression, there was a significant increase in model fit, which indicates that violent video game exposure explains about 8% of the interpersonal-affective trait score variance. In the third model then there was a quite large drop of the β value of the violent video game exposure variable from 0.29 to 0.21. This drop could be explained by the shared variance between violent video game exposure and gender. The β then remains the same in the final model (β = 0.21). Even though the unique effect of violent video game exposure drops across the different models, its effect remains significant and relatively large compared to the other factors. The B-value of 2.49 in the final model indicates that increasing one level in violent video game exposure leads to an increase of approximately 2.5 points on the interpersonal-affective deficit scale. This amounts to an increase of 19.5% (12.5 points) from no exposure in the past week to 10 or more hours of violent video game exposure.

Considering the other significant predictors, they have similar distinct effects with β values of 0.18 (violent movies) to 0.20 (gender). The B-values suggest that being male is associated with an increase in the interpersonal-affective trait score by 4.5 points and increasing one unit of violent movie exposure is related to a rise of 2.1 points.

### Disinhibition and Recent Exposure

The final model for disinhibition traits has a worse model fit than the interpersonal-affective traits model, as it only explains 16% of the variance \[*R*^2^ = 0.16, *F*(13,153) = 2.29, *p* \< 0.01\]. The video game exposure predictors were not significant in explaining the variation of disinhibition scores, as they only predict 1% of the variance \[*R*^2^ = 0.01, *F*(2,164) = 0.77, *p* = 0.47\]. Furthermore, the demographic variables gender, age, and education did also not improve the model fit significantly \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.01, Δ*F*(3,161) = 0.72, *p* = 0.54\]. However, adding the last block with the remaining predictors, such as violent movie exposure, stress, physical exercise and drug use, did significantly improve the model fit \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.14, Δ*F*(8,153) = 3.21, *p* \< 0.01\] and accounts for almost all of the explained variance.

In the final model, only stress (β = 0.25, *p* \< 0.01), smoking (β = 0.26, *p* \< 0.01) and alcohol consumption (β = -0.18, *p* = 0.04) are significant predictors of the disinhibition score. The B-values indicate that for each unit that stress (range: 1--4) and smoking increased, a rise in disinhibition of 2.7 and 0.9 points (respectively) is expected. For each alcohol consumption unit \[range: 0 (none)--6 (every day)\], a decrease of 0.6 points would be expected. The effect size of violent video game exposure during the past week increased from the second model (β = 0.09, *p* = 0.26) to the final model (β = 0.16, *p* = 0.08). Therefore, violent video game exposure significantly predicts higher disinhibition scores \[β = 0.16, *p* (1-tailed) = 0.04\]. The B-value of 1.00 suggests that a difference in exposure from none to \> 10 h in the last week leads to an increase of 12.5% (5 points) on the disinhibition scale. Non-violent video gaming (β = 0.03, *p* = 0.69), on the other hand, does not predict disinhibition scores.

### Long-Term Versus Recent Video Game Exposure

Lastly, an attempt to disentangle long-term and recent VG exposure was made by adding years of video game exposure to the regressions described above. However, these results have to be viewed with extra caution as due to the non-gamers these factors share substantial common variance with each other. Interestingly, for the interpersonal-affective deficits and overall trait score, recent violent video game exposure remained a significant predictor (interpersonal-affective: β = 0.19, *p* = 0.02; overall traits: β = 0.21, *p* = 0.02), whereas life-time exposure duration did not turn significant (all \|β\|≤ 0.14, all *p* ≤ 0.11). For disinhibition, however, recent violent video game exposure turned insignificant (β = 0.13, *p* = 0.15), while the added life-time exposure was a significant predictor for relatively higher disinhibition scores \[β = 0.16, *p* (1-tailed) = 0.04\].

Discussion
==========

This study set out to investigate the existence of a link between violent video game exposure and adverse behavior traits which are marked by two domains, namely the interpersonal-affective deficits and disinhibition. The results suggest that there indeed is a link between violent video game exposure and psychopathic traits. The link was stronger for recent video game exposure and was stronger associated with the interpersonal-affective deficits. Disinhibition traits, on the other hand, were better predicted by stress and smoking behavior, but were also predicted by violent video game exposure.

Lifetime Violent Video Game Exposure and Adverse Behavior Traits
----------------------------------------------------------------

The previously hypothesized link between ongoing long-term violent video gaming and the expression of a collection of traits associated with adverse behavior including interpersonal affective deficits as well as disinhibition is supported by this study. For all trait expression scores, significant differences of medium effect sizes were detected for differing (violent) video game exposure. Planned simple contrasts revealed that especially ongoing violent video game exposure was associated with significantly higher interpersonal-affective deficits as well as with increased disinhibition scores. Even though the effect sizes for these simple contrasts tended to be mostly small, these findings are congruent with previous studies investigating the link of violent video gaming with specific traits such as lack of empathy ([@B6]; [@B19]), impaired morality ([@B31]; [@B7]; [@B22]), and aggressiveness ([@B51]; [@B14]; [@B9]); and is also in line with the bidirectional link between sadism and violent video game exposure, which was illustrated by a recent study of [@B28]. Therefore, evidence -- suggesting that violent video gaming can be linked to antisocial traits -- is accumulating.

For the overall collection of traits and more specifically for the disinhibition score, a significant difference was found between SVVG and no video game use. For the overall score and the interpersonal-affective deficit score, the effect sizes for the difference with the stopped violent video game exposure were smaller than for the ongoing exposure comparison. These findings may point toward the notion that effects of violent video games fade out after stopped exposure ([@B6]; [@B21]), and that especially ongoing and repeated exposure may be responsible for larger differences in negative behavioral outcomes -- particularly related to interpersonal-affective deficits ([@B6]; [@B51]). Nevertheless, the present analyses are purely correlational, therefore, a causal relationship cannot be assumed. The directionality of this effect is uncertain. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that maybe individuals with high psychopathic trait disposition are more prone to use violent video games and less likely to stop violent video games.

Recent Violent Video Game Exposure and Adverse Behavior Traits
--------------------------------------------------------------

When looking at the intensity of violent video game exposure over the past week specifically, the findings were consistent with previous studies indicating that males tend to have higher adverse trait scores than females ([@B41]; [@B12]) and that exposure to violence is a risk factor for higher adverse trait development ([@B36]; [@B14]). Here, violent video game as well as violent movie exposure were significant predictors especially for self-reported interpersonal-affective deficits and overall adverse behavior traits. Interestingly, only for interpersonal-affective deficits gender was a significant predictor. Therefore, being male was indicative of higher interpersonal-affective deficits, whereas no gender-specific effect was found for the disinhibition traits.

Even though the predictive power of the intensity of violent video game exposure was not as high as for the other adverse traits, it was also a significant predictor for disinhibition traits, considering that with increased exposure a higher disinhibition score was expected. This finding is congruent with previous studies which linked violent video gaming to increased aggressiveness ([@B50]; [@B14]); as disinhibition traits are believed to be the gateway for antisocial behavior, such as aggression, due to the poor behavioral control associated with these traits ([@B22]). Therefore, violent video game exposure seems to be linked to both domains of traits predictive of aggressive behavior, as it relates to both, the emotional aspect of aggression -- represented by higher interpersonal affective deficits such as lack of empathy and callousness --, as well as to an decreased behavioral control/increased impulsiveness as captured by the higher disinhibition scores. However, this influence on disinhibition only persisted as long as life-time exposure duration was not added to the analyses. General video game exposure duration in years seems to predict disinhibition traits better than recent violent video game exposure. Since the effect sizes for other lifestyle factors were also relatively substantial especially in the disinhibition model, it is likely that the co-occurrence of these different factors increases the risk of aggressive behavior further.

Lifestyle Factors and Adverse Behavior Traits
---------------------------------------------

The notion by [@B32] that stress caused by violent video games is the main component which causes changes in trait expression could not be supported by our data. Non-violent video game exposure did not show any meaningful effect, even though many non-violent video games have competitive components which are thought to also cause stress in their users ([@B4]; [@B1]). Nevertheless, stress -- independent of video gaming -- was found to be a significant factor predicting disinhibition which is in line with [@B32] argument that stress may be linked to increased aggression as it may affect impulse and self-control negatively ([@B16]); and this decreased control of behavior may in turn lead to more aggressive behavior. Furthermore, alcohol consumption showed a meaningful relation to interpersonal-affective deficits and smoking to disinhibition and overall traits. It could be argued for the later that this health risk behavior may be linked to stress ([@B47]; [@B34]), or that it may support the notion that addictive behaviors like smoking, as is suggested for violent video gaming ([@B29]), in general relate to disinhibition ([@B18]). Nevertheless, even with these potential confounders violent video game exposure remained an influential factor. Therefore, a link of violent video game exposure with interpersonal-affective deficits in particular, but also with disinhibition, seems to exist.

Limitations and Future Research
-------------------------------

Even though this empirical study has multiple strengths such as a relatively large sample, validated measures for the main constructs and elaborate statistical testing including assumption testing, there are also several limitations that have to be mentioned.

First, convenience sampling was used to collect the data. The sample consisted predominantly (65%) of female participants. As this percentage deviates from the percentage of female gamers, gender was added as a covariate in our analysis. This showed that gender explained about 6.5 % of the variance in all adverse behavior traits. The high percentage of female students is representative of the populations of many college populations but may not represent the population of gamers very well. Therefore, the external validity of the findings is limited. It is interesting to note, however, that the number of female gamers is rising ([@B39]). Expanding our knowledge on the female group of gamers is thus important. Furthermore, as a self-report measure was administered, a response bias -- due to the subjective nature of questionnaires -- is possible. However, effect sizes and outcomes are comparable to results of the previously mentioned studies. Furthermore, to ensure that games were consistently identified as either violent or non-violent, each mentioned game was rated by experienced gamers for their content of violence and these results were cross-checked with the self-classification of the participants. To avoid such biases, future studies should employ more objective measures of video game use (e.g., inducing exposure during the course of a study in participants with comparable pre-exposure levels, longitudinal designs starting with young children using parental reports etc.) to move away from data purely relying on self-report. Furthermore, individuals of different nationalities filled in the questionnaire, but it was not examined whether potential differences may be due to different cultural backgrounds. However, since all participants were of Westernized origin, no crucial differences in violent video game use and especially psychopathic traits are expected due to a generally underlying individualistic culture.

Furthermore, another drawback of the study is that participants' exposure did vary among but also within video-game exposure groups. Therefore, the participants within a group (with video game use) may not be homogenous regarding the intensity of exposure they experienced. Additionally, there might also be a between group difference in intensity of video game exposure. More specifically, participants who use violent video games tend to spend more time with video gaming than participants of the other video game exposure groups. Therefore, it is unclear which influence the varying frequency of exposure had on the present findings. In future studies, a more stringent control for exposure frequency is needed. When considering the exposure frequency, especially in the prior week of recording, of all video game groups, the degree of exposure seems to be rather low \[1--3 h in past week compared to the 15 h stated by [@B23]\] relative to heavy users of video games. Therefore, the mostly small to medium effect sizes found in this study, may not apply to video game users with an increased frequency of use. It may be expected that the found differences in traits leading to adverse behavior may be pronounced as frequency and duration of exposure increases. These differences in psychopathic trait expression accompanied by violent video game exposure may ultimately turn out to be substantial enough to influence social interactions and relationships in real life. However, it is important to mention that even though social interactions could be negatively impacted by violent video game use, the effect sizes do not support claims by some public media reports that violent video games could be the primary reason for extreme violence, as in mass shootings for example.

Furthermore, even though previous studies have found a causal relationship between violent video gaming and changes in adverse behavior tendencies such as aggression, lack of empathy and immorality, no claims of directionality can be made from the present findings due to the correlational design of this study. Since personality traits, like the traits assessed in this study, are relatively stable and latent, these traits may determine violent video game use and not necessarily the other way round. Alternatively, as suggested by [@B28], this link between personality traits and tendency to play video games may be bidirectional, meaning that individuals with higher adverse behavior traits may be more likely to play video games and the consequent increased exposure could in turn affect expression of these traits. In this study, some insight into directionality was provided by including a group of participants that have SVVG. However, the possibility that adverse behavior traits could also determine whether people stop violent video game use at a given time point cannot be excluded. Therefore, to investigate the causality of a possible effect of psychopathic trait expression, studies with more elaborate (e.g., longitudinal approaches), well-controlled experimental designs are required in the future to disentangle potential bidirectional effects.

Ideally, future studies start to conceptualize these adverse behavior traits on different response levels (i.e., subjective report, neurophysiology and behavioral measures). Next to employing questionnaires, experimental paradigms measuring different aspects of adverse behavior like empathic abilities, impulsivity/stress and aggression could be implemented while neurophysiological measures, such as brain response \[e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)\] or physiological parameters (e.g., heart rate variability, skin conductance or pupillometry), are recorded. The combination of subjective and physiological measures could then help to provide a better and possibly more complete measure of adverse behavior traits. For future cross-sectional studies, an introduction of four groups (two similarly experienced groups and two groups with no previous experience, who either play a violent or a non-violent video game during the experiment) may be useful to disentangle short-term effects from possible long-term exposure consequences on adverse behavior traits. Furthermore, future studies should also be able to provide more information about the directionality of the effects between violent video game exposure and adverse behavior traits. Here a well-controlled longitudinal study implementing objective and subjective measures of adverse behavior traits as well as an objective measure (i.e., software tracking gaming behavior on participants' computers) recording the time spent on (violent) video games before first time exposure to such games would be most promising.

Conclusion
==========

Overall, there seems to be a link between self-reported violent video game exposure and differences in psychopathic trait expression -- especially in interpersonal-affective deficits. Even though disinhibition problems were also found to be increased in (violent) video game groups, other stress-related factors seemed to have a higher predictive power than violent video game exposure. It might be unlikely that generally unburdened violent video gamers turn into real-life mass-shooters as often suggested by the public media, but violent video game exposure might in fact impact interpersonal-affective competencies in such a way that social interaction/contacts and relationships may be negatively affected. Therefore, considering the increasing and extensive use of violent video games, it is of utmost importance to continue pursuing the investigation of the potential impact of violent video games on their consumers' personality traits as well as expressed behaviors.
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Averaged total scores of the scales were used. The homogeneity assumption was not met for the interpersonal-affective total (Levene's test, *p* \< 0.05). However, when using log-transformed or *z*-standardized data, which conformed to this assumption, ANCOVA results did not change. Therefore, the original score was kept in the analysis.

NVG

:   no regular video game use

NVVG

:   non-violent video game use only

SVVG

:   stopped violent video game use

VVG

:   ongoing violent video game use
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